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FADE IN: 

INT. STUDIO - NIGHT 

CLOSE ON: A FEMALE HAND as it unceremoniously PAINTS over a 
dark blue background. 

We PULL BACK to see that the Hand belongs to an ARTIST, 
(Female, 25, hair swept to one side barely covering a 
BIRTHMARK on her face). 

Angrily, she BLOWS a strand of hair out of her face and 
glares at a small piece of DRAFT PAPER showing several 
CIRCULAR DESIGNS attached to her easel.

She sets down her brush and tools before reaching out and 
RIPPING the Draft Paper off, revealing a new sheet of Draft 
Paper with FLOWER DESIGNS. 

She angrily wads up the old Draft Paper and tosses it across 
the room. It misses the trash can and lands in the middle of 
her worktable.

Unable to contain herself, the Artist storms out, shutting 
off the lights and slamming the door behind her. 

Silence. 

CLOSE ON: Crumpled Draft Paper on the worktable. Slowly it 
begins to open and spread out. 

A sudden WIND blows into the room, lifting the Draft Paper up 
off the workbench and sending it SPINNING and FLIPPING in the 
air. We follow as the it floats past the curtains to the open 
window and out into the night. 

EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT 

The DRAFT PAPER flies out the window, floating softly against 
a STARRY NIGHT SKY.

As it flips in the wind it reveals --
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We follow as the Draft Paper descends past multiple WINDOWS 
in a bricked alleyway before landing on a TRASH CAN. 

As the Draft Paper settles, we see the image of small SPIDER 
on it. As if by magic, the small Spider steps off the page 
and onto Trash Can.  

The Spider looks around curiously, blinking it’s MULTIPLE 
EYES.
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A BRIGHT LIGHT shines on the Spider, startling it, as a MAN 
suddenly appears using his CELLPHONE as a FLASHLIGHT while he 
takes out his GARBAGE. 

Seeing the Spider, the Man is startled and THROWS HIS GARBAGE 
BAG at it before running away. As the garbage bag lands, it 
breaks open scattering SHARDS OF GLASS everywhere and sending 
the Spider FALLING to the ground.

The Glass Shards hit the ground just before the Spider, who 
lands dexterously, avoiding each sliver of glass. 

Expecting more glass, the Spider recoils in fear against the 
trashcan. When no more glass falls, the Spider sneaks a peek 
upward towards the sky. 

Slowly, it steps out, testing the strength of it’s legs. 
Satisfied, it walks forward and approaches the glass 
fragments.

Looking down, the Spider sees reflections of its MANY EYES 
staring back frighteningly. It BLINKS trying to banish the 
image from its sight, but to no avail. 

Overcome with fear, the Spider tries covering it’s eyes. When 
if peeks out however, the EYES are still there...STARING. 

The Spider recoils in fear, curling its body up and closing 
its eyes. TEARS begin to fall as it cries silently.

CLOSE ON: the SPIDER’S EYES as they open slightly, then wider 
in ASTONISHMENT -- in the fragmented glass, the reflection of 
STARS begin to TWINKLE mixing with the Spider’s tears!

As it watches, the Stars begin moving and expanding across 
the glass fragments.

Curious, the Spider reaches out and picks up some Stars. It 
examines them closely for a moment, then TOSSES them into the 
air happily.

Immersed in the beauty of the Stars, the Spider accidentally 
SNEEZES from the dust in the alleyway. After several SNEEZES, 
the Spider opens its eyes -- the Stars are gone! Confused, it 
looks around, searching for the Stars. 

Suddenly a FLASH OF LIGHTS appear from further down the 
alleyway. Thinking they are the Stars, the Spider reaches out 
to them happily.

They FLASH in return and the Spider runs down the alley, 
towards them.

EXT. SHOPPING STREET - NIGHT 

FLASHING LIGHTS start to appear gradually. 
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CROWDS OF PEOPLE walk along a street. They snap pictures, 
sending FLASHES OF LIGHTS coming from their cameras.

THE CROWD shoots all in one direction. When a MAN points to 
the opposite side, the CROWD shifts in that direction in 
UNISON.

The Spider emerges into the street and is forced to move 
quickly out of the way by an onslaught of huge FEET walking 
by. 

When the Spider is accidentally kicked, it rolls to the side 
to avoid getting stepped on. The Crowd and their FLASHING 
LIGHTS pass the Spider by.  

With a look to the Stars, the Spider stands and starts to 
follow the Crowd from behind.

Above it all, the soft glow of ORANGE LANTERNS illuminate the 
magical night.

EXT. SQUARE - MORNING

Autumn.

A MAN kneels at the foot of a flight of steps SNAPPING 
PICURES of a pile of multi-colored MAPLE LEAVES. With each 
picture, his camera FLASHES. 

A CROWD OF PEOPLE appear, FLASHING LIGHTS of their own. They 
pass by the Man and mount the stairs. Their hasty FEET 
disturbing the fallen LEAVES. 

The Spider follows closely behind them. As it climbs up to 
the first stair, it reaches out and grabs a FLOATING MAPLE 
LEAF.

A sudden WIND picks up the LEAF, taking the Spider along with 
it. The Leaf SPINS in the wind, carrying the Spider higher up 
into the sky.

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT. SQUARE - MORNING 

Winter.

The maple leaf spins, turning into the SNOWFLAKE in mid-
rotation. 

The snowflake falls slowly, finally landing in a CHILD’S 
GLOVED HAND. The CROWD appears, their LIGHTS FLASHING around 
the snowflake. The SPIDER admires the scene from a nearby 
bench. As it watches, more SNOWFLAKES begin to fall. Reaching 
out, the Spider catches one happily.  
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Excited with its catch, the Spider holds up its SNOWFLAKE for 
the Crowd to see. Overcome by the heavy Snowflake, the Spider 
loses its grip and falls down into a snowbank below.

EXT. FLOWER EXPO - MORNING 

Spring.

A large BANNER unfolds in the sky. Decorated with flowery 
ribbons, it reads: FLOWER EXPO. 

Colorful HYDRANGA FLOWERS BLOOM beneath the banner as the 
Crowd moves in closer, their LIGHTS FLASHING. 

A strange NOISE comes from beneath the canopy of blooming 
flowers. The noise continues as we follow it to a PINK FLOWER 
that moves slightly with each sound. 

A SPIDER LEG suddenly POPS OUT from behind the Pink Flower, 
then ANOTHER and ANOTHER. Until finally, a SPIDER HAND 
reaches out, PLUCKS a LITTLE FLOWER from nearby, and places 
it on its head.

Now dressed up as a PINK FLOWER SPIDER, the Spider tries to 
walk along the path of dense flowers while struggling to hold 
on to its heavy costume.

The Spider makes its way up the stem of a flower towards more 
FLASHING LIGHTS. As it comes out from under a leaf, the PINK 
FLOWER SPIDER finds itself being immediately photographed by 
TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS, (one male, one female), from the Crowd.

Mesmerized by their Camera’s FLASHES, the Spider reaches out 
excitedly to touch the LIGHTS. The FLASHES STOP as the 
Photographers see the exposed Spider inside the Pink Flower. 

In their fright, one of the Photographers kicks out at the 
Pink Flower accidentally, knocking the Spider to the ground.

The Spider scrambles away just as the Photographer tries to 
step on it. As it runs, Pink Flower PETALS fall away leaving 
only the Little Flower on its head. 

Frantic, the Spider rushes along the path to an OLD BUILDING. 
It starts to CLIMB up the building’s DRAINAGE PIPE as we hear 
the Crowd and Photographer’s approaching.

The Spider climbs onto the sill of an OPEN WINDOW and looks 
down. Below, the Crowd and Photographers point at the Spider. 
Fearing for its life, the Spider runs through the open 
window. 

INT. STUDIO - AFTERNOON 

A messy Art Studio with dozens of PAINTINGS on the wall.
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The Spider jumps down from the window sill and lands on a 
worktable disturbing a pile of papers - one of which drifts 
down and lands directly on top of it. 

The Spider takes the paper off its head and looks at it -- 
its a FLORAL DESIGN. As the Spider look up, we see the Studio 
walls covered with similar FLORAL DESIGNS.

CLOSE ON: The Spider as it stares at the paintings. TEARS 
BEGIN FORMING in it’s eyes.

Suddenly a LOUD NOISE. The DOOR OPENS and LIGHT spills into 
the Studio.

A shadow moves through the dusty PAINTINGS, which are 
suddenly thrown to the floor. Other Paintings begin to fall 
or collapse, kicking up CLOUDS OF DUST and creating an even 
bigger mess.

The Spider begins looking for an escape, but hesitates after 
looking at the Floral Paintings still on the wall. Changing 
its mind, it jumps down to the floor and crawls into a 
corner. 

IN THE CORNER - 

The Spider finds itself surrounded by copies of the Floral 
Paintings with exactly the same design and similar flowers as 
those on the wall. 

As it looks around sadly, the Spider catches a glimpse of 
STARS behind it. Spinning around hopefully, it finds nothing 
but the Flower Paintings.

Disappointed, the Spider stands staring at the Painting. It 
suddenly remembers the Little Flower on its head and takes it 
off, tossing it to the ground angrily.

The Spider approaches the Painting and begins climbing. As it 
climbs, its TEARS fall onto the Painting beneath it.  

As the Tears touch the Painting, a MAGIC COLOR appears and 
begins to spread across the entire Painting. Surprised, the 
Spider watches as the Painting is slowly covered with a 
shining reflection of STARS. 

CLOSE ON: The Spider’s EYES as they reflect the Stars from 
the Painting, moving slightly with each head movement.

EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT

[BEGIN FLASHBACK SEQUENCE]

The twinkling STARS drifting around on the glass shards. 

Suddenly, the drifting STARS become BLURRY then turn into the  
reflection of the Spider's tearful eyes. 
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The Spider begins searching for the STARS in the alley. As it 
searches, it sees the FLASHING LIGHTS further down the alley. 

The Spider begins to approach the LIGHTS when suddenly the 
LIGHTS transform into a multitude of shining STARS. 

[END FLASHBACK SEQUENCE] 

INT. STUDIO - DUSK 

STARS float, shining and twinkling. Awestruck, the Spider 
watches, wiping away tears with the back of its hand. 

Suddenly, the tears on Spider’s hand transform into a 
reflective, magical color and begin extending up its arm.  

The magic color spills over the Spider’s hand and DRIPS onto 
the Painting. Slowly, the color begins transforming into 
small, FLOATING STARS.

The magic color spreads around the Spider gradually, forming 
a circle with the Floating Stars and a magical light. The 
Spider, now in the middle of the circle, looks at his hands 
to see that the magic color has now spread to both!

It then reaches out its hands slowly and SPRAYS magic colors 
with light. The Spider begins repainting happily with the 
magic colors. It moves slowly at first, and then faster, 
sweeping everywhere across the Painting and covering the 
original colors below. 

The Spider JUMPS high into the air towards the other side of 
the Painting while gathering color on its hands. When it 
lands, it repaints another circle and more Stars. 

The magic color extends suddenly, overwhelming the entire 
Painting and finishing dramatically amid FLOATING STARS and a 
vibrant MAGICAL HUE. 

The Spider lies on the NEW PAINTING, smiling and gently 
stroking the completed work. The Painting suddenly SHINES 
miraculously and the Spider closes its eyes - a SINGLE TEAR 
escaping.

Suddenly, the Painting is exposed under RAYS OF GOLDEN LIGHT. 
The ARTIST appears and picks up the Painting, examining it 
with a confused look on her face. 

Seemingly from nowhere, a WORKER, (male), appears and 
snatches the Painting from the Artist. She can do nothing but 
watch helplessly as he puts it away and shelves it with the 
other Paintings in the pile.

After he leaves, the Artist reaches out sadly to the pile. 
Suddenly, she stops and steps back, cupping her hand which is 
now covered in the MAGIC COLOR.
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Confused, she looks at the magic color on her left hand,  
then notices that it is on her right arm as well! 

She rushes to the pile of paintings, reaching up to find that 
last Painting. Finding it, she takes it down from the pile. 

Gently, she places the Painting on her easel, adjusting it’s 
position slightly. She then sits down in front of it and 
picks up her TOOLS. 

She turns around, brush and pigment plate in hand, and begins 
to mix the colors carefully. 

Nervously, she raises up the brush, now coated with the magic 
color, and approaches the Painting. She PAINTS a slight 
STROKE, then ANOTHER. 

She steps back and looks at it. Smiling, she moves back in 
and continues with a gentle and practiced hand.

INT. GALLERY - NIGHT 

The Artist stands onstage. She sweeps her hair behind her 
right ear, revealing the BIRTHMARK on her temple. She looks 
stoically out at the people, disappointed that no one is 
paying attention to her. 

As the CROWDS continue walking through the gallery, the 
Artist takes one final deep breath. 

She then turns around to the COVERED PAINTING behind her, 
grabs hold of the cover’s edge, and rips it off -- revealing 
the PAINTING beneath.

The CROWDS stop and look suspiciously towards the stage. One 
MAN points, directing the attentions of others. More PEOPLE 
start to gather at the edge of the stage, slowly taking out 
their CAMERAS.

FLASHES erupt from the Crowd, illuminating the Artist's face 
and reflecting off her tears. She smiles and walks forward 
confidently, surrounded by a multitude of SHINING STARS. 

As we PULL BACK, we see the Artist’s shadow, ever so slowly, 
transform into the shape of an astonishingly beautiful 
SPIDER.

FADE OUT.

THE END
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